Enable teamwork anywhere with new Surface Hub 2S, a modern collaborative canvas and meetings platform that brings the power of Windows 10 to teams.

Utilize these links to quickly access key Surface Hub 2S assets for our partner community.

Bookmark aka.ms/Hub2SPartnerGuide as we will update this guide as new resources become available

**Product Materials**
- Surface Hub 2S Pitch Deck
- Surface Hub 2S Customer Fact Sheet
- Surface Hub 2S Customer Email Template*
- Surface Hub 2S Accessory Information
- Surface Service Offerings

**Technical Guides**
- Surface Hub 2S Technical FAQ
- Surface Hub 2S A/V Integration Guide
- Surface Hub 2S Admin Guide
- Behind the Design: Surface Hub 2S

**Video & Communication**
- Surface Hub 2S Announcement Blog
- Surface Hub 2S Announcement Event
- Microsoft Mechanics Video
- Surface Hub 2S Channel Webinars
  - Product Overview & Channel Programs
  - Technical Deep Dive
  - Sales Guidance

**Sales Resources**
- Surface Hub 2S Compete Guides
- Surface Industry Pitch Decks
- Collaboration Device Guidance *(coming soon)*
- Surface Hub 2S Demo Guide *(coming soon)*
- Surface Hub 2S Tips & Tricks Videos

**Marketing Assets**
- Surface Hub 2S Partner Marcom Toolkit
- Surface Hub 2S Image Collections
- Surface Hub 2S Sizzle Video
- Surface Hub 2S Partner Digital Banners
- Surface for Business Approved Product Messaging

**Surface Academy Partner Training**
- Surface Hub 2S IT Pro Training *(coming soon)*
- Surface Hub 2S Sales Training *(coming soon)*
- Surface Hub 2S Adoption Training *(coming soon)*

For more information, visit the Surface Reseller Alliance Portal:
http://Partners.Surface.com

*Not available in Canada